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Disclaimers
Statements in this presentation regarding Cerence’s future performance and management’s future expectations, beliefs, goals, plans or prospects constitute forward-looking
statements within the meaning of the “safe harbor” provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Any statements that are not statements of historical fact
(including statements containing the words “believes,” “plans,” “anticipates,” “expects,” "intends" or “estimates” or similar expressions) should also be considered to be forwardlooking statements. There are a number of important factors that could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those indicated by such forward-looking statements,
including but not limited to: the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on our business and financial performance; adverse conditions in the automotive industry or the global economy
more generally; the highly competitive and rapidly changing market in which we operate; our strategy to increase cloud services and fluctuations in our operating results; the impact of
escalating pricing pressures from our customers; our failure to win, renew or implement service contracts; the loss of business from any of our largest customers; transition difficulties
with our first senior management team; the inability to recruit and retain qualified personnel; cybersecurity and data privacy incidents; economic, political, regulatory, foreign
exchange, labor and other risks of international operations; unforeseen tax liabilities; failure to protect our intellectual property or allegations of infringement; defects in our software
products; the inability to respond to changes in technology; interruptions in the supply or maintenance of our third-party hardware, software, services or data; our ability to control
our operating expenses and the impact on our business of reducing planned expenditures; the inability to obtain replacement financing for our existing indebtedness on favorable
terms or at all; and the other factors described in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended September 30, 2019, Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended
March 31, 2020, and other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC. We disclaim any obligation to update any forward-looking statements as a result of
developments occurring after the date of this document.
This presentation also includes certain financial measures that are not calculated in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, or GAAP. These non-GAAP financial
measures are in addition to, and not as a substitute for or superior to, measures of financial performance prepared in accordance with GAAP. There are a number of limitations related
to the use of these non-GAAP financial measures versus their nearest GAAP equivalents. We have provided a reconciliation of non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable
GAAP measures in the Appendix . This presentation should be read in conjunction with our filings with the SEC.
Information contained in this presentation concerning our industry and the markets in which Cerence operates is based on information from various sources. In presenting this
information, we have also made assumptions based on such data and other similar sources, and on our knowledge of, and in our experience to date in, the markets for Cerence. This
information involves a number of assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to give undue weight to such estimates. The industry in which we operate is subject to a high
degree of uncertainty and risk due to a variety of factors, which could cause results to differ materially from those expressed in the estimates made by independent parties and by us.
This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy the securities described herein, nor shall there be any sale of these securities in any state or
jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. The notes and shares of
common stock issuable on conversion of the notes, if any, have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, or any state
securities laws, and, unless so registered, may not be offered or sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or transaction not subject to, the registration
requirements of the Securities Act and applicable state laws. Any purchaser of such securities will be deemed to have made certain representations and acknowledgments, including,
without limitation, that the purchaser is a “qualified institutional buyer” as defined in Rule 144A under the Securities Act.
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AI for a world in motion
Vision

A safer, more enjoyable
journey for everyone
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Mission

Empower an automotive ecosystem
with digital platform solutions for
connected and autonomous vehicles

A Strong Heritage and Fresh Voice for the Industry

20+

325M

1550+

1250+

70+

65+

Years of industry
expertise and leadership

Patents on voice and
AI technology
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Cars on the road
worldwide with Cerence

Global languages
and dialects supported

R&D and services professionals
dedicated to innovation

Global automotive
customers and partners

Cerence Investment Highlights
1•

Provider of Key Human-Machine-Interface
Software Products Enabling the Consumer’s
Digital Life in the Automobile

4•

Business Model Supported by Broad Secular
Trends and Increasing Penetration

5•

Compelling Financial Profile

• Market leading platform used by customers to
build virtual assistants
• Driven by innovative technology: ASR, NLU, Voice
Biometrics, Multi-modality

2•

Global Leader in AI and Voice-Powered
Assistants Across All Automotive OEMs
• Customers include all major automobile
manufacturers or their tier-1 suppliers worldwide
• High touch “OEM Solutions” business model, trusted
advisor to OEMs

3•

5

Strong Strategic Position
• “Designed In” solutions that are strategically
important for the automotive industry
• Cognitive arbitration: virtual assistant interoperability
• Scale and language coverage
© 2020 Cerence Inc.

• Visibility: ~$1.4B backlog (as of 9/30/19 not including
H1’20A bookings)
• Momentum: $533M bookings in H1’20A highest in
history
• High growth & profitability

1

Provider of Key Human-Machine-Interface Software
Products Enabling the Consumer’s Digital Life in the Car
Premier provider of AI-powered assistants and innovations for connected and autonomous vehicles

– Cerence’s Market Leading Platform: used by customers to build virtual assistants that can communicate, find information and take action
– Cerence’s platform is comprised of award winning technologies: speech recognition, NLU, speech signal enhancement, much more
– Hybrid Edge / Connected architecture
Performance
Reliability
Efficiency
Security
Tight Integration

The picture can't
be display ed.

Cloud (Connected) Services

Edge (In-Car) Products

Predictive
Text

Natural
Language
Understanding

Automatic
Speech
Recognition

Text to Speech

Handwriting
Recognition

Speech Signal
Enhancement

Cloud
Connector

Voice
Biometrics

Automatic Speech
Recognition
Natural
Language
Generation
Hybrid

Connected Experience
Developer Toolkits
Applications
Analytics
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Text to Speech

3rd Party
Content

Custom Natural
Language
Understanding

Voice
Biometrics
Companion
App

Flexibility
Connectivity
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Global Leader in AI and Voice-Powered Assistants
Across All Automotive OEMs

All Major OEMs Worldwide

• Customers include all major automobile manufacturers (“OEMs”)
or their tier 1 suppliers worldwide, including BMW, Daimler, FCA
Group, Ford, Geely, GM, Renault-Nissan, SAIC, Toyota, Volkswagen
Group, Aptiv, Bosch, Continental, DENSO TEN and Harman

• High-touch OEM solutions, unique to customers and their brands
• OEM maintains control of data
• Tight integration into vehicles; future platform
pull-through and global language support

• Cognitive arbitration supports multiple voice
assistants through an OEM-branded interface

• Increase value per vehicle through future
collaborative innovation model
7
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Strong Strategic Position
Competitive Advantages








“Designed In” solutions

Coexistence with Large Technology Companies

• Cognitive arbitration supports

High-Touch “OEM Solutions” business model
Trusted and independent advisor to OEMs
Pioneer in NLU, AI and Deep Learning innovation
Broadest language and dialect coverage
Cognitive Arbitration – seamless interoperability with
multiple 3rd party virtual assistants

•
•
•

interoperability through consistent
OEM-branded interface
Open, neutral platform
Cerence Edge Superiority
Deep, singular focus on the
automotive market
Competition versus Niche Market Participants

• Superior technology: benchmark
•
•
•
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results
Significant scale
Far-reaching, global team
Broad portfolio of compatible
languages

4

Business Model Supported by Broad Secular Trends
and Increasing Penetration
“Ni hao, Geely”
“Hello,
Ford”

“Hey,
Mercedes”

Brand-aligned
user experience
User-centric design
with advanced HMI
and full integration
with car sensors and
car data
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Continuous
updates and
enhancements

Ecosystem
centered on
vehicle
Single digital
identity within and
outside vehicle
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Business Model Supported by Broad Secular Trends
and Increasing Penetration
Increasing Market Penetration
of Edge (In-Car) A.I. Products
+
+
+

Automated driving technologies are linked to the growth
of edge innovations within the vehicle
Increased focus on limiting distracted driving and
convenience of controlling the infotainment system
Expansion of solutions from premium to entry level

% of Global
Vehicles with
Edge AI
Products1

59%
2018
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(1) Source: Management estimates

85%

2023

Increasing Market Penetration
of Cloud (Connected) Services

+
+
+

Cloud-based, connected technology is increasingly necessary
as users want vehicles to act like rolling smartphones
Drivers depend on vehicles for range of information including
directions, internet radio, restaurant recommendations,
weather, etc.
Expansion of solutions from premium to entry level

% of Global
Vehicles with
Designed-in
Connected
Services1

50%
12%
2018

2023
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Compelling Financial Profile
1

2
Excellent Long-Term
Revenue Visibility

Strong Growth Trajectory
Financial
Pillars

• Expanding revenue base with
•

innovative new offerings
Broad base of industry-leading
customers

• ~$1.4B backlog (as of 9/30/19)1
• Strong bookings of $533M in H1’20A, exceeding
•
•

FY19A Revenue Mix

Robust and
Diversified
Revenue
Streams
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High Profitability
• High margin business drives strong
operating leverage

full year FY’19A bookings
Long-term customer contracts and designed-in
technology provide strong revenue visibility
High switching costs and strong customer
relationships

H1’20A Revenue Mix

License Revenue

• Revenue recognized on unit shipment or

Professional
Services
20%

Professional
Services
17%

on prepayments

Connected Revenue

• Deferred revenue recorded, amortized to

revenue over duration of service contract

Professional Services Revenue
Connected
26%
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3

License
57%

Connected
28%

License
52%

• Revenue recognized on percentage of
completion

(1) These figures are estimates and based on existing customer contracts and management estimates about future vehicle shipments,
and the revenue we actually recognize from our backlog is subject to several factors, including the number and timing of vehicles our
customers ship, potential terminations or changes in scope of customer contracts and currency fluctuations.
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Q2 FY20 Achievements Builds on FY19 Momentum
Strong Q2 Results and Record Bookings
Year-Over-Year Growth

Highest revenue in company history

Highest 1H bookings in company
history

23%

31%

39%

Revenue

Non-GAAP Operating
Margin

Non-GAAP
EPS

Representative Wins

Exceeded most key financial goals for
the quarter

Signed the two largest contracts in the
company’s history

Strategic wins for Cerence ARK and
Cerence Drive
12
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Q2 FY20 Achievements Builds on FY19 Momentum (cont’d)
Q2FY20 (ASC
606)

Q2FY19
(ASC 606)

YoY

$44.6M

$39.3M

+13%

Variable

$28.2M

$30.6M

-8%

Prepay

$16.4M

$8.7M

+88%

$23.1M

$18.9M

+23%

Legacy

$15.4M

$14.1M

+10%

New

$7.7M

$4.8M

+61%

Professional Services

$18.7M

$12.1M

+55%

Total Revenue:

$86.5M

$70.3M

+23%

($ in millions)
License:

Connected Services:
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5

Cerence Has Significant Available Liquidity
Proactive Measures to Adjust Business for COVID-19 Impact
• Reduction of contractors
• Workforce reduction of about 5%
• Lowering of planned CapEx spend

Pro Forma Capitalization for $150M Convertible Offering
• The Convertible Note offering along with the proceeds of additional bank

capital that the company intends to raise shortly following the offering will
be used to refinance the company’s current debt facilities generating
significant interest expense savings and improving financial flexibility

• Executive team pay reductions
• Additional miscellaneous expense reductions
• Result: $12M second half op-ex savings and $8M of CapEx savings

($ in millions)

As of March 31, 2020

Pro-Forma 1

Cash & Equivalents

$95.6M

$95.6M

Term Loan B 2

$268M

$118M

--

$150M

Leverage Ratio 3

2.0x

2.0x

Secured Leverage Ratio 4

2.0x

0.6x

Convertible Senior Notes

Note: Pro-Forma calculations exclude fees and transaction expenses
1.
PF for $150M convertible notes offering
2.
Includes unamortized issuance cost and discount of $20.2M at March 31, 2020
3.
Leverage ratio calculation defined as (Total Debt minus $50M of unrestricted cash)/(Trailing 12-month
Adjusted EBITDA)
4.
Secured Leverage ratio calculation defined as (Total Secured Debt minus $50M of unrestricted
cash)/(Trailing 12-month Adjusted EBITDA)
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Debt Refinancing Expected to Drive Significant Savings

5

52% Cash Savings and 16% non-GAAP EPS accretion
TLB
Actual
6-month YTD

Convert/TLA
Proforma
6-month YTD

Savings
6-month YTD

Cash interest expense

$ 10.9

$ 5.2

$ 5.7

$11.3

52%

Non-cash interest expense

$ 2.6

$ 0.6

$ 2.0

$ 4.0

75%

Total interest expense

$ 13.5

$ 5.8

$ 7.7

$15.3

57%

TLB
Actual
6-month YTD

Convert/TLA
Proforma
6-month YTD

Accretion
6-month YTD

$ 0.7

$6.6

$5.8

$11.6

794%

GAAP EPS

$ 0.02

$0.18

$0.16

$0.32

794%

Non-GAAP net income

$ 26.5

$30.6

$4.1

$8.3

16%

Non-GAAP EPS

$ 0.72

$0.83

$0.11

$0.23

16%

in millions except EPS

GAAP net income

© 2020 Cerence Inc.
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Notes:
1. Expected savings subject to successful completion of Term Loan A agreement.
2. GAAP and non-GAAP net income and EPS are tax adjusted.

Savings
annualized

Accretion
annualized

% Savings

Annualized
cash savings
(before tax
impact)

% Accretion

Annualized nonGAAP EPS
accretion (after
tax impact)

Appendix
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